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	Fast Track Visual Basic .NET, 9781861007124 (1861007124), Wrox Press, 2002
Aimed at the Visual Basic 6 programmer turning to .NET for the first time, Fast Track Visual Basic .NET provides a worthy, fast-paced introduction to the features and APIs working developers need to get started with VB .NET. The salient feature of this book is its compact size and  fast-moving yet approachable tutorial to the new version of Visual Basic.  Co-written by VB 6 expert author Rockford Lhotka, this title's focus is on what's new and improved in .NET while making a good many connections with the old VB along the way.
Early sections look at the big picture in .NET, with special attention to how Microsoft's newest platform upgrade improves on earlier COM and DNA. (Interestingly, the authors argue that the older COM standard is not going away anytime soon.) A standout section of this book is the feature-by-feature language tutorial for making the transition between VB 6 and VB .NET, with highlighted material on programming "gotchas"--with arrays and data types, for example.

Instead of comprehensive coverage of programming topics, several sections cover the basics of writing applications for Windows Forms (on the client) and later Web Forms (on the server) with added coverage of ADO.NET for database programming (including new XML support). These sections will serve to get you started on your own programs with some notably clear examples of essential APIs and concepts.

Material on the extensive object abilities of VB .NET will likely be quite daunting to many VB 6 veterans, but the in-depth tutorial here will help you master new .NET features for modeling objects. Later sections delve into some advanced topics that can be read on a need-to-know basis, like .NET remoting, threading, and building Windows services. For all readers, final sections on the deployment options available in VB .NET are a must (including how to create installation programs).

While the later sections of this text stress high-end .NET features, there's still plenty of very accessible material for those making the leap to basic VB .NET. Overall, this title is a strong choice for those many VB developers who will have to retool their skills for .NET quickly. The digestible format here can definitely simplify this transition for a good many readers. --Richard Dragan

Now that the .NET Framework and the Visual Studio .NET IDE have been officially released by Microsoft,  it is imperative for developers to get up to speed with the new .NET languages quickly and effectively.  The purpose of this book is to act as the tool for this task, helping experienced Visual Basic developers  note the key similarities, and differences, between their current language and Visual Basic .NET. 
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Mobile Forensics: Advanced Investigative StrategiesPackt Publishing, 2016

	
		Key Features

		
			A straightforward guide to address the roadblocks face when doing mobile forensics
	
			Simplify mobile forensics using the right mix of methods, techniques, and tools
	
			Get valuable advice to put you in the mindset of a forensic professional, regardless of your career...




		

The Genetic Basis of Sleep and Sleep DisordersCambridge University Press, 2013

	The first comprehensive book on the subject, The Genetic Basis of Sleep and Sleep Disorders covers detailed reviews of the general principles of genetics and genetic techniques in the study of sleep and sleep disorders. The book contains sections on the genetics of circadian rhythms, of normal sleep and wake states and of sleep homeostasis....


		

Visual Studio .NET Tips and TricksLulu.com, 2004
Visual Studio .NET is one of the most versatile and extensible programming tools released by Microsoft. The number of features and shortcuts available in VS.NET is truly immense, and it grows tremendously with each release. Developers who are unaware of these timesaving features surely miss out on opportunities to increase their programming...




	

Linux Kernels Internals (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1997
Since the introduction of Linix version 1.2 in March 1995, a worldwide community has evolved from programmers who were attracted by the reliability and flexibility of this completely free operating system. Now at version 2.0, Linux is no longer simply the operating system of choice for hackers, but is being successfully employed in commercial...


		

Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities and TechnologiesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Advances in computer and telecommunications technologies during the past several decades, have facilitated the creation of virtual communities and organizations throughout the world. As the growth in virtual communities accelerates, researchers are facing new challenges to learn about the latest of research and practices in this fast growing filed....

		

Enterprise Information Portals and Knowledge Management (KMCI Press)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2002
'Enterprise Information Portals and Knowledge Management' is the book on portals you've been waiting for. It is the only book that thoroughly considers, explores, and analyzes:
* The EIP orientation, outlook and evolution   

* A new methodology for estimating EIP benefits and costs   

* EIP and Enterprise Knowledge Portals (EKP)...
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